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Intelligent Vehicle Technology and Trends
2005

this groundbreaking resource offers you a comprehensive overview of cutting
edge intelligent vehicle iv systems aimed at providing enhanced safety greater
productivity and less stress for drivers rather than bogging you down with difficult
technical discourse this easy to understand book presents a conceptual and
realistic view of how iv systems work and the issues involved with their
introduction into road vehicles helping you apply your skills to this emerging field
this practical reference offers you a thorough understanding of how electronics
and electronic systems must work within automobiles heavy trucks and buses

Vehicle Technology
2020-06-08

the motor vehicle technology covered in this book has become in the more than
125 years of its history in many aspects an extremely complex and in many areas
of engineering science motor vehicles must remain functional under harsh
environmental conditions and extreme continuous loads and must also be reliably
brought into a safe state even in the event of a failure by a few trained operators
the automobile is at the same time a mass product which must be produced in
millions of pieces and at extremely low cost in addition to the fundamentals of
current vehicle systems the book also provides an overview of future
developments such as for example in the areas of electromobility alternative
drives and driver assistance systems the basis for the book is a series of lectures
on automotive engineering which has been offered by the first named author at
the university of duisburg essen for many years starting from classical systems in
the automobile the reader is given a systemic view of modern motor vehicles in
addition to the pure basic function the modeling of individual sub systems is also
discussed this gives the reader a deep understanding of the underlying principles
in addition the book with the given models provides a basis for the practical
application in the area of simulation technology and thus achieves a clear added
value against books which merely explain the function of a system without
entering into the modeling on the basis of today s vehicle systems we will
continue to look at current and future systems in addition to the state of the art
the reader is thus taught which topics are currently dominant in research and
which developments can be expected for the future in particular a large number
of practical examples are provided directly from the vehicle industry especially
for students of vehicle oriented study courses and lectures the book thus enables
an optimal preparation for possible future fields of activity
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Electric Vehicle Technology Explained
2004-02-06

while the classic battery electric car continues to make only a small impact on
the automobile market other types of electric vehicle especially hybrids have
made significant and promising improvements moreover small battery electric
vehicles such as bicycles and mobility aids are also developing well presenting
more than 160 diagrams and pictures this book explains the science and
technology behind these important developments and also introduces the issues
that underpin the design and performance modelling of electric vehicles electric
vehicle technology explained encompasses a full range of electric vehicles
bicycles mobility aids delivery vehicles and buses not just cars covers all the
basic technology relating to electric road vehicles batteries super capacitors
flywheels fuel cells electric motors and their controllers and system design
considers the environmental benefits and disadvantages of electric vehicles and
their component devices includes case studies of a range of batteries hybrids and
fuel cell powered vehicles from bicycles to buses offers many matlab examples
explaining the design of appropriate computer prediction models professionals
researchers and engineers in the electric vehicle industry as well as advanced
students in electrical and mechanical engineering will benefit from this
comprehensive coverage of electric vehicle technology

Modern Electric Vehicle Technology
2001

a comprehensive and up to date reference book on modern electric vehicle
technology which covers the engineering philosophy state of the art technology
and commercialisation of electrical vehicles

The Electric Vehicle
2013-02-15

winner of the engineer historian award from the international history and heritage
committee of the american society of mechanical engineers and the nicholas
joseph cugnot award given by the society of automotive historians recent
attention to hybrid cars that run on both gasoline and electric batteries has made
the electric car an apparent alternative to the internal combustion engine and its
attendant environmental costs and geopolitical implications few people realize
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that the electric car neither a recent invention nor a historical curiosity has a
story as old as that of the gasoline powered automobile and that at one time
many in the nascent automobile industry believed battery powered engines
would become the dominant technology in both europe and america electric cars
and trucks succeeded in meeting the needs of a wide range of consumers before
world war ii as many as 30 000 electric cars and more than 10 000 electric trucks
plied american roads european cities were busy with electrically propelled fire
engines taxis delivery vans buses heavy trucks and private cars even so
throughout the century long history of electric propulsion the widespread
conviction it was an inferior technology remained stubbornly in place an
assumption mirrored in popular and scholarly memory in the electric vehicle gijs
mom challenges this view arguing that at the beginning of the automobile age
neither the internal combustion engine nor the battery powered vehicle enjoyed a
clear advantage he explores the technology and marketing consumer ratio
faction relationship over four generations of electric vehicle design with separate
chapters on privately owned passenger cars and commercial vehicles mom
makes comparisons among european countries and between europe and america
he finds that the electric vehicle offered many advantages among them greater
reliability and control less noise and pollution he also argues that a nexus of
factors cultural underpowered and less rugged electric cars seemed feminine at a
time when most car buyers were men structural the shortcomings of battery
technology at the time and systemic the infrastructural problems of changing
large numbers of batteries ultimately gave an edge to the internal combustion
engine one hopes as a new generation of electric vehicles becomes a reality the
electric vehicle offers a long overdue reassessment of the place of this
technology in the history of street transportation

Motor Vehicle Technology and Practical Work:
Parts 1 and 2
1971

a comprehensive description of the body of the four wheeled drive this new
edition provides material on subjects such as antilock braking vehicle
aerodynamics and electronically controlled anti vibration engine mountings

Advanced Vehicle Technology
2002

hybrid electric vehicle technology provides foundational information about
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vehicles that use more than one propulsion technology to power a drive system
this textbook is filled with technical illustrations and concise descriptions of the
different configurations and vehicle platforms the operation of various systems
and the technologies involved and the maintenance of hybrid electric vehicles
safety precautions required used when working around high voltage vehicle
systems especially in emergencies are highlighted

Hybrid Electric Vehicle Technology
2010

the idea of understanding the present through its history is based on two insights
first it helps to know where a technology comes from what were its predecessors
how did they evolve as a result of the continuous efforts to solve theoretical and
practical problems who were crucial in their emergence and which cultural
differences made them develop into divergent families of artifacts second and
closely related to the first insight how does a certain technology or system fit into
its societal context its culture of mobility its engineering culture its culture of car
driving its alternatives its opponents only thus by studying its prehistory and its
socio cultural context can we acquire a true grasp of a technology the evolution
of automotive technology a handbook second edition covers one and a quarter
century of the automobile conceived as a cultural history of its technology aimed
at engineering students and all those who wish to have a concise introduction
into the basics of automotive technology and its long term development isbn
9781468605976 isbn 9781468605969 isbn 9781468605983 doi 10 4271
9781468605976 2nd edition

The evolution of automotive technology
2023-05-17

this edition contains new material covering the latest development in electronics
alternative fuels emissions and diesel systems

Electric Vehicle Technology
1982

intelligent vehicle technologies covers the growing field of intelligent
technologies from intelligent control systems to intelligent sensors systems such
as in car navigation devices and cruise control are already being introduced into
modern vehicles but manufacturers are now racing to develop systems such as
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smart cruise control on vehicle driver information systems collision avoidance
systems vision enhancement and roadworthiness diagnostics systems aimed
specifically at the automotive industry packed with practical examples and
applications in depth treatment written in a text book style rather than a
theoretical specialist text style

Electric Vehicle Technology and
Commercialization
1990

hillier s famous series of motor vehicle technology texts have been completely
revised and updated

Light and Heavy Vehicle Technology
2007

light and heavy vehicle technology second edition deals with the theory and
practice of vehicle maintenance procedure and diagnosis of vehicle trouble
including technological advances such as four wheel drive four wheel steering
and anti lock brakes the book reviews the reciprocating piston petrol engine the
diesel engine the combustion chambers and the different means of combustion
processes to counter friction heat and wear lubrication to the different moving
parts is important to counter excessive heat which can cause breakdown of
lubricating oil films and materials such as gaskets o rings the engine is designed
with a cooling system that uses air water or engine coolants petrol engines use
the carburation or injection type of fuel delivery diesel engines use a high
pressure system of fuel injection owing to the higher pressures existing in the
diesel combustion chamber the text explains the operation of the other parts of
the vehicle including the ignition and starter system emission controls layshaft
gearboxes drive lines and suspension systems heavy vehicles need highly
efficient air brakes to stop them compared to the hydraulic brake systems used in
smaller and lighter vehicles the book is suitable for mechanical engineers engine
designers students and instructors in mechanical and automotive engineering

Intelligent Vehicle Technologies
2001-06-13

an introductory text providing explanations of motor vehicle technology each
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chapter in the book takes the reader through the details of each component
system and also includes checklists for fault finding and maintenance and a
number of practical projects

Fundamentals of Motor Vehicle Technology
2006

streamline technological integration with updated design the automotive industry
is consistently confronted with new challenges in design and manufacturing total
vehicle technology challenging current thinking highlights the ways in which
current methods are evolving in the face of new technology new legislation and
new consumer demands integrating the latest technology into new designs
requires consideration of cost comfort safety environmental effects and more this
book offers real world solutions based on both new and established practices to
provide insight for forward looking automotive engineers

Light and Heavy Vehicle Technology
2013-10-22

the road ahead advanced vehicle technology and its implications hearing before
the committee on commerce science and transportation united states senate one
hundred thirteenth congress first session may 15 2013

Motor Vehicle Technology for Mechanics
2000-04-13

ever since the model t first rolled off the assembly line the car and its drivers
have shaped our history our lives and our imagination the automobile has also
been central to the story of america s innovation and public safety standards seat
belts brake lights and air bags have saved innumerable lives today the cars on
our roads are safer than ever but we still have a long way to go most crashes
frankly are caused by driver error automakers regulators and researchers must
continue their pursuit of safer vehicles and fewer fatalities especially at the hands
of driver distraction impairment or poor judgement in recent years i have seen
advances in vehicle technology that show great potential not only to save the
lives but also to revolutionize how we understand the relationship between driver
and car there is much to be excited about as these technologies develop but
there are risks as our cars become more computerized and electronics based can
the industry make sure that they are reliable and prevent failures and as our cars
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become more connected to the internet to wireless networks with each other and
with our infrastructure are they at risk for catastrophic cyberattacks

The Road Ahead
2013

the aim of this work consisting of 9 individual self contained booklets is to
describe commercial vehicle technology in a way that is clear concise and
illustrative compact and easy to understand it provides an overview of the
technology that goes into modern commercial vehicles starting from the
customer s fundamental requirements the characteristics and systems that
define the design of the vehicles are presented knowledgeably in a series of
articles each of which can be read and studied on their own this volume
vocational vehicles and applications discusses the bodies and trailers that are
added to a commercial vehicle to make it fit for purpose bodies trailers and
specific equipment packages are explained it offers an excellent overview for
readers who are undergoing training and those who are working in the field

Total Vehicle Technology
2001-11-28

the papers in this volume consider the innovation process in vehicle design topics
include trends in propulsion technology powertrain development methods hybrid
vehicle technologies choice of components vehicle design and visualization and
vehicle systems technologies

A Motor Vehicle Technology and Practical Work
1966

modern electric vehicles evs are well suited to most people s general transport
needs despite this their adoption at a large scale has been grindingly slow what
are the reasons for this unlike most books which focus on the technical aspects of
ev performance this guide sets out the commercial and political barriers to their
increased use and lays out the ways in which these barriers can be overcome it
begins by charting the rise of the internal combustion engine and detailing the
problems associated with it which are driving efforts to electrify transportation it
goes on to introduce readers to the main ev technologies and examines the key
issue of energy storage and recharging infrastructure the remaining chapters
explore the cost effectiveness of electric mobility the differing adoption
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trajectories by which evs may come to increase in prominence and the way in
which policy can be tailored to encourage this rise the book covers industrialized
and emerging economy contexts the latter of which have the greatest
opportunities and most urgent need to take the ev development route requiring
no specialist engineering knowledge to understand and written in an engaging
accessible style this is a valuable primer and resource for people in business
policy or study who are keen to understand encourage and capitalize on the
transition to electric mobility

The Road Ahead
2017-10

a unified view of the use of computer vision technology for different types of
vehicles computer vision in vehicle technology focuses on computer vision as on
board technology bringing together fields of research where computer vision is
progressively penetrating the automotive sector unmanned aerial and
underwater vehicles it also serves as a reference for researchers of current
developments and challenges in areas of the application of computer vision
involving vehicles such as advanced driver assistance pedestrian detection lane
departure warning traffic sign recognition autonomous driving and robot
navigation with visual simultaneous localization and mapping or unmanned aerial
vehicles obstacle avoidance landscape classification and mapping fire risk
assessment the overall role of computer vision for the navigation of different
vehicles as well as technology to address on board applications is analysed key
features presents the latest advances in the field of computer vision and vehicle
technologies in a highly informative and understandable way including the basic
mathematics for each problem provides a comprehensive summary of the state
of the art computer vision techniques in vehicles from the navigation and the
addressable applications points of view offers a detailed description of the open
challenges and business opportunities for the immediate future in the field of
vision based vehicle technologies this is essential reading for computer vision
researchers as well as engineers working in vehicle technologies and students of
computer vision

The Road Ahead: Advanced Vehicle Technology
and Its Implications
2013-12-31

modern hybrid electric vehicles provides vital guidance to help a new generation
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of engineers master the principles of and further advance hybrid vehicle
technology the authors address purely electric hybrid electric plug in hybrid
electric hybrid hydraulic fuel cell and off road hybrid vehicle systems they focus
on the power and propulsion systems for these vehicles including issues related
to power and energy management they concentrate on material that is not
readily available in other hybrid electric vehicle hev books such as design
examples for hybrid vehicles and cover new developments in the field including
electronic cvt plug in hybrid and new power converters and controls covers
hybrid vs pure electric hev system architecture including plug in and hydraulic off
road and other industrial utility vehicles non ground vehicle applications like ships
locomotives aircrafts system reliability emc storage technologies vehicular power
and energy management diagnostics and prognostics and electromechanical
vibration issues contains core fundamentals and principles of modern hybrid
vehicles at component level and system level provides graduate students and
field engineers with a text suitable for classroom teaching or self study

Motor Vehicle Technology and Practical Work,
Parts 1 and 2
1978

our continued use of the combustion engine car in the 21st century despite many
rational arguments against it makes it more and more difficult to imagine that
transport has a sustainable future offering a sweeping transatlantic perspective
this book explains the current obsession with automobiles by delving deep into
the motives of early car users it provides a synthesis of our knowledge about the
emergence and persistence of the car using a broad range of material including
novels poems films and songs to unearth the desires that shaped our present car
society combining social psychological and structural explanations the author
concludes that the ability of cars to convey transcendental experience especially
for men explains our attachment to the vehicle

Heavy Vehicle Technology
1981

the aim of this work consisting of 9 individual self contained booklets is to
describe commercial vehicle technology in a way that is clear concise and
illustrative compact and easy to understand it provides an overview of the
technology that goes into modern commercial vehicles starting from the
customer s fundamental requirements the characteristics and systems that
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define the design of the vehicles are presented knowledgeably in a series of
articles each of which can be read and studied on their own in this volume the
driver s cab the vehicle cab is reviewed in simple terms for the layman the three
functions it must support driving living and sleeping and the features of the cab
equipment provided therefor are presented important systems of the driver s cab
are discussed in readily understandable terms

The Automobile
1988

this text is well established as one of the most autoritative textbooks in the truck
and bus industry having been read by many students and adopted by college
lecturers at home overseas

Vocational Vehicles and Applications
2021-03-03

an advanced level introductory book covering fundamental aspects design and
dynamics of electric and hybrid electric vehicles there is significant demand for
an understanding of the fundamentals technologies and design of electric and
hybrid electric vehicles and their components from researchers engineers and
graduate students although there is a good body of work in the literature there is
still a great need for electric and hybrid vehicle teaching materials electric and
hybrid vehicles technologies modeling and control a mechatronic approach is
based on the authors current research in vehicle systems and will include
chapters on vehicle propulsion systems the fundamentals of vehicle dynamics ev
and hev technologies chassis systems steering control systems and state
parameter and force estimations the book is highly illustrated and examples will
be given throughout the book based on real applications and challenges in the
automotive industry designed to help a new generation of engineers needing to
master the principles of and further advances in hybrid vehicle technology
includes examples of real applications and challenges in the automotive industry
with problems and solutions takes a mechatronics approach to the study of
electric and hybrid electric vehicles appealing to mechanical and electrical
engineering interests responds to the increase in demand of universities offering
courses in newer electric vehicle technologies
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Total Vehicle Technology
2002

everything you always wanted to know about the technology of evs in one
volume motors batteries controllers heating air conditioning 12 volt systems plus
some topics that aren t discussed widely even in specialised books such as the
management of long strings of individual cells for the faint hearted there are also
refreshingly simple explanations of the electro magnetic and mechanical
principles needed to understand how motors and batteries work one chapter is
devoted to alternative technologies such as compressed air drive hybrids and
flywheel energy storage a final chapter makes the economic and social case for
evs and gleefully demolishes a number of myths about the problems of electric
drive the book is profusely illustrated with over 200 photos line drawings and
other illustrations

Electric Vehicles
2013-03-01

the aim of this work consisting of 9 individual self contained booklets is to
describe commercial vehicle technology in a way that is clear concise and
illustrative compact and easy to understand it provides an overview of the
technology that goes into modern commercial vehicles starting from the
customer s fundamental requirements the characteristics and systems that
define the design of the vehicles are presented knowledgeably in a series of
articles each of which can be read and studied on their own in this volume fuel
consumption and consumption optimization the main focus is placed on the
factors for optimizing consumption in the conventional vehicle fuel consumption
can be optimized by four different factors the technology of the vehicle the
conditions of its operation the behavior of the driver and the maintenance and
upkeep of the vehicle these aspects are described in a way that is easily
understood for training and practical application

Computer Vision in Vehicle Technology
2017-02-08

this interdisciplinary study of the early history of the automobile in the usa
explores how the motorcar was accepted by an affluent class of society and
interpreted as a means of achieving progressive middle class objectives
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Light Vehicle Technology (381)
1972

Hybrid Electric Vehicles
2011-05-23

Atlantic Automobilism
2014-12-01

The Driver ́s Cab
2022-07-01

Heavy Vehicle Technology
1981

Electric and Hybrid Vehicles
2014-03-05

Motor Vehicle Technology
1961

Ice Free
2012-02
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Fuel Consumption and Consumption
Optimization
2023-02-24

America and the Automobile
1992

Motor Vehicle Technology
1955

Advanced Vehicle Technology Act of 2009
2009
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